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Coherent Ps production  
by photon and electron 

 in a crystal   

As a result sharp peaks appear in dependence of Ps cross-section production on 
created Ps energy and emission angles.  

When high energy photon pass through a crystal parallel crystal axis coherent 
effect in Ps photo-production take place. 



Ps atom production 

The Ps atom can appear also under  conversion  transitions in nuclei. 
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When relativistic electron pass through an alignment crystal with small angle with 
respect to crystal axis or plane it can be captured in a channeled states. Channeled 
electron has discreet transverse energy levels. During transition from one energy level 
to another it can emit photon. 
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Ps atom production 

Present report 

Due to conservation of charge parity  only singlet Ps atom  
can be produced in a first Born approximation 

Ps cross – section production is connected with e+e- pair  
cross – section production.  



Electron – positron pair production  
probability by axially channeled electron 

Matrix element  
D – is a photon propagator 

Axially channeled e- wave function 

ϕi(f)(ρ) – is a wave function of bound state of e- transverse motion. 

 - is free particle spinor.  

- Phase volume  

 - plane wave, which describes created e+ (e-). 



 ,  



Ps production probability 

The probability of Ps creation  can be obtain from one for e+e- production for 
equal energy and moments e+ and e-.  

and multiplying by Ps phase factor 
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dividing by e+e- phase factor  

- Ps wave function 



Ps production probability  by  
axial channeled electron  

Here Jif⊥  
- is a transverse matrix element: 

is Ps momentum in direction perpendicular to the crystal axis.  



Conservation laws: 

Energy 

Longitudinal 
momentums: 

Different wave 
function for initial 
and final electron 
states. 



Ps production probability   
by axially channeled positron 

- Population of energy level i 



Dependence on initial electron energy. 



Dependence on number of transitions N. 



Dependence on maximal emission angle ϑmax. 



Conclusions 

Relativistic Ps can be produced   due to the transition of axially 
channeled electron from one transverse energy level to another. 

Ps creation probability by axially channeled electron shows very 
pronounced   threshold character in dependence of created Ps energy. 






